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Introduction: A machine learning algorithm was developed to estimate voxel-level risk of clinically 
significant prostate cancer (csPCa), resulting in a 3D lesion heat map (LHM). A novel metric, the Marks 
Confidence Score (MCS), was developed using whole mount (WM) prostatectomy data to correlate LHMs 
to the probability of encapsulating all csPCa. This metric can be used to identify favorable candidates for 
focal therapy (FT) of prostate cancer, and to estimate the efficacy of proposed treatment margins. 
Methods: A machine learning model was developed using multi-institutional data from 875 patients. 
Input data consisted of T2-weighted MRI, surface models of the prostate and PI-RADS region(s) of 
interest, and tracked biopsy cores. The model combined a convolutional neural network with a gradient-
boosted decision tree, and was trained using 5-fold cross validation. LHMs were then generated for WM 
cases (N = 50) with localized GG2-3 csPCa, wherein ground-truth csPCa-bearing voxels were precisely 
defined. The LHMs were iteratively thresholded and compared to ground-truth. Finally, the MCS was 
defined as the proportion of cases with complete csPCa encapsulation at each LHM threshold. 
A second set of comparable WM data from an external institution (N = 50, Stanford University) was used 
to validate the MCS. LHMs were generated, iteratively thresholded, and the observed csPCa encapsulation 
rate was compared to MCS predictions. Furthermore, for each case the area under the Marks Confidence 
curve (mAUC) was computed after plotting MCS versus margin volume (Fig 1A). It was hypothesized 
that patients with a high mUAC (≥ 0.6, N = 24/50) would be more favorable FT candidates. 
Results: There were no significant differences (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, p = 0.99) between the observed 
and MCS-predicted csPCa encapsulation rate (Fig 1B), with a median error of 2% (IQR 0%-6%). Using 
mAUC to identify FT-favorable candidates (Fig 1C), the mean margin volume for csPCa encapsulation 
was lower for FT-favorable (31%) versus unfavorable (52%) cases (p = 0.001, Mann-Whitney). 
Conclusion: The Marks Confidence Score accurately predicted csPCa encapsulation probability and, 
when used for FT candidate selection, dramatically reduced the margin size required for complete 
treatment. This metric could be a valuable tool during focal treatment patient selection and planning.  

 

 
Figure: (A) Example LHMs and MCS Curves. One LHM predicted a large tumor, giving the case a low “FT-unfavorable”   
mAUC; (B) csPCa encapsulation rate versus LHM threshold, with negligible deviation from MCS predictions; (C) csPCa 
encapsulation versus mean margin volume, with greater efficacy and reduced volume for FT-favorable (e.g. high mAUC) cases. 
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